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RESUMEN
El rÎo Win Timdouine es el mâs largo de los rÎos subterrâneos conocidos en Âfrica. Se ha explorado en 19 km de desarrollo y la ~ngitud de su canal principal es de 9 km. Su complejo trazado muestra una perfecta adaptaci6n a la estructura geol6gica de la regi6n
de pliegues de Ida Outananes. Las principales formaciones karstificadas son las dolomÎas yesÎferas de edad Jurâsica, en las que se
desarrolla la red subterrânea dei Wim Timdouine. A pesar de situarse en un contexto semiârido, el rÎo mantiene su caudal mediante la recarga par infiltraci6n de aguas provenientes dei exokarst (dolinas y lapiaces) de la Cuenca de Tasroukht, donde la presencia
de tobas y concreciones sugiemademâs una considerable disoluci6n dei interior dei macizo. La organizaci6n lineal de la red de circulaci6n subterrânea, coincidiendo con fallas y fracturas y el râpido aumento de caudal en épocas de aguas altas sugieren una râpida circulaci6n dei agua y por ianto, una alta vulnerabilidad dei acuÎfero frente"a la contaminaci6n. El estudio dei rÎo es atractivo
para espele610gos y cientÎficos, ya que la exploraci6n de las galerÎas laterales es interesante desde el punto de vista biol6gico e hidrogeol6gico. Asimismo, la explotaci6n de la zona tiene un alto interés econ6mico, tanto desde el punto de vista dei abastecimiento
de agua para la poblaci6n, como turÎstico, pudiendo suponer un impulso al desarrollo de la regi6n de Agadir.
Palabras clave: Alto Atlas, endokarst, fallas, Marruecos, patrimonio geol6gico, rÎo subterrâneo
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ABSTRACT

7
The Win Timdouine river constitutes the longest underground' river known ~inAfrica. It is explorëd on 19 km and the length of,the
main arm is about 9 km. Its complex structure shows a perfect adaptation to the regional geological structure of the folded zone of
the Ida Outananes region. The main karstified formations are the chalky dolomite of the Jurassic range. The underground network of
Win Timdouine is developed on these formations. The waterproof bottom consist of oxfordian maris. ln spite of its situation in a semiarid context, this underground river has never dried up. Its discharge to the outlet shows considerable varia~ions indicating a karstic
spring feature showing an immediate response of rainfall event. The recharge of the river takes place by the pluvial water infiltration
from the surface of the Tasroukht basin that present karstic forms like lapiaz, doline and shallow ho le. The presence of important masses of tufa in the outlet river and the chalky precipitation in the underground cave, indicates a considerable dissolution and therefore a development of karstic network in the massif. The network of circulation weil organised along of the faults and fractures and the
fast increase of discharge during high waters period are the evidence for a fast circulation, which incites to water protection against
ail pollutionagent. Thestudy of underground river of Win Timdouine is interestingfor spelunkersas weil as for scientists,to explore
several undiscovered lateral galleries and to complete hydrogeological and biological observations. ln an other side, the exploitation
of the site present a considerable interest for the development of the region. ln addition of the exploitation of resource water to supply
the surrounding population, the site constitute a privileged tourist, that will probably know a remarkable flight in the touristic region
of Agadir.
Keywords: endokarst, faults, geological heritage, High Atlas, Moroccç:>,underground river

1. INTRODUCTION

The landscape is armed by cliffs of Jurassic that edg~
some straightened anticlinal valley. They draw perched
vast synclines oriented E-W.The whole represents a reorganization of the sedimentary cover on a network of
deep faults inherited fram the hercynian oragenesis. The
shapes large and flat synclines is especially represented
by the Ait Mansour plateau. This one is pralonged at the
East by the Tasraukht plateau. This last having an avera-

The Tasroukht plateau is a part of Ida-Or-Tananes region
situated ta 70 km in -the N-E of the Agadir city (fig. 1).
The range elevation above sea level fram 1200 ta 1600
m, permits a wintry rainfall with average more than 400
mm/y which maintains recharge of aquifers and superficial flows.
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Figure 1. Situation map and springs of the Imouzzer region
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aquifer system that develops on the whole of the
Tasroukht plateau. It gets out in the south ledge of the
plateau that dominate the village of Tizghi n'chorfa (fig.
2). It is also, the only access possible of an underground
river explored on 19 km, and that constitutes the longest
underground river known in the Africa's Northwest.

ge altitude of 1500 m, spreads on a surface of 16 km2
and presents in its left a mound witness culminating to
1789 m.
The spring of Win Timdouine that means in Berber dialect "the source of the lakes" is the main outlet of the
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infiltration of the rainfalls from the surface of the plateau
which contained lapiaz, doline and shallow holes. These
important shapes of dissolution allows infiltrated waters
to reach quickly the chalky layers and they establish a
privileged drainage network (Qurtobi et al., 2001). The
water flow follows a synclinal axis, and constitute the
underground river that leads to the Win-Timdo~ine
spring by a thrust fault oriented N30 (fig. 3).

The presence of mountains close to the sea-shore and"
the development of caves, source, and deep gorges contribute to the attractiün of many visitors, including both
tourists and scientists. ln this paper we describe the main
hydrogeological, structural and geomorphological features of Win Timdouine River. The aim of the work is to
contribute to remark the interest of this site from the geological heritage point of yiew.
C'

This underground river shows to the outlet variable discharge according to the seasons, (2 I/s in low waters and
more of 1000 I/s in high waters period. This last value
can be explained by the presence of a privileged and
important drainage network. The average discharge is
about lOI/s. ln spite of its situation in a semi-arid context, this u~rground
river has never dried up.

2. METHODOLOGY
Other the speleological studies which carried out by
local and stranger speleologist club (Camus and
Lamouroux, 1981; Aulanger, 1987; Trillo and Marin
without date; A.S.S and A.S.A.), we have realised many
field observations about morphology, geology and
hydrology of the Win Timdouine region. The outlet discharge and some parameters of spring water were measured in situ. The sampling water are analysed at
Hydrogeology Laboratory of the Science Faculty of
Agadir.
J

The chemical characteristics show a transit of several

\
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ln order to determine the impact of the tectonic structureon the architecture and the spatial organization of this
underground cave, we adopted the following methodology:
(i) listing the set of the tectonic structures in the vicinity
of the underground cave, (ii) exploration of the underground cave and to raise the inventory of the geological
structures met, and (iii) comparing the structures' underlined.

families waters with variable progress in the time and in
the space. This can be explained by the complexity of
the system, either to the presence of several entries. Its
low mineralisation (400 jJs!cm)! indicates an excellent
chemical quality which dominated by a bicarbonatecalcium type (Qurtobi et al., 1994).
The artificiel tracer shows the high velocity of circulation
to 60 m/h, the extent of the recharge's basin is about 24
km2 (Qurtobi, 1996). The direction of the underground
circulations E-W is in conformity with the geological

~

3. KARSTIC FEATURESOF THE AREA

3. 1. Hydrogeology framework

data (dipping of the syncline axis westward and the
general raising of the eastward cover). The vertical circulations exist between the different chalky compartments that compose the aquifer (Callovian
and
Rauracian-sequanian) in spite of their separations by a
impermeable mari of the Oxfordian range (Qurtobi et
al., 1992).
.
The inventory trained faunal for the underground cave
since its entry until the "big room", in collaboration with
the team of research of hydrobiology of the Faculty of
the Sciences of Marrakech-Semlalia, shows a important
and diversified population: terrestrial fauna, aquatic
fauna an aerial fauna.

The underground river of Win-Timdouine is developed
to the basis of the chalky dolomite formation recovering
the Tasroukht's plateau (Ambroggi, 1954). The geological
formation since the Assif n'Tanit until the culminating
point belongs to the Jurassic (Ambroggi, 1963). It's rangjing from the upper Lias (Iimestone)
to the
Kimmeridgian, (mari and limestone).

3.2. Relation between

tectonic and structure of the

underground river

The principal level karstified is, the dolomite limestone
of the upper Callovian, (lOto 12 m of thickness), the
chalky dolomite and reef of the Rauracian - Sequanian,\
(42 to 50 m of thickness). ln the basis of this last formation is developed the underground network of WinTimdouine cave. The waterproof substratum is assured
by the grey laminated maris of the Oxfordian range (20
m of thickness). The morphological aspect shows an
important hydrological network with number valley
through the karstified landscape (fig. 2).

The Tasroukht plateau that forms the roof of the Win, Timdouine underground cave, is a vast basin pan for'ilT
where develops itself particularly to eastward, a marlyclays formation armed of by carbonated bars. The analysis of a fracturation has allowed us to distinguish four
families of discontinuities of witch two are extensively
dominate:
- The fractures oriented NNE-SSW, statistically very
widespread and have an important car!ographic exten-

The supply of the underground river takes place by.the
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- N-W fractures, are in particular also frequent to the
middle of the synclinal structure and acquire, to the
level of the intrados, a locally schistose character

With regard to the exploration of the underground Cill(e,
we could follow the internai structuring that seems to be
parallel to the one listed in the plateau, with the same
degree of importance. Therefore we can affirm that the
internai organization of the underground river is closely
bound to the regional structure.

- NW-SEand N-S fractures, are less represented, sometimes associate to the network N 30° in a setting conjugated in a dextral dynamic.

Indeed, the geometry of the underground cave is confound with a senestre disconnection oriented N 30°, distinctly visible in the entry's cave, it evolves according to
276

a sub-equatorial trajectory along the middle of the
Tasroukht syncline (fig. 3). On this organisation trans-

('

observations show that karst forms evolve so~ly along
faults and fractures. These observations confirm the
importance of fracturing in determining the groundwater
flow regime. Observations at the landscape scale tend to
demonstrate the active role of the tectonics in the evolution of this karst

plant them selves of the latèral guts and branches in
N30, N-S or N140 direction. Besides, the shape synforme of the underground cave's roof, contributes closely to
the drainage of the meteoric waters that is transported
through these cracks and recharge the aquifer reservoir.
This supply is also facilitated by the interface of the sedimentary bedding that constitutes an important migration
way. The recent speleological exploration and the field

The cave is explored on 19 km cumulated. The longer of
the principal river is between 8 to 9 km (fig. 4). The presence of important masses of tufa in the outlet river and
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Figure 3. Adaptation between geology and Win Timdouine structure
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the chalky precipitation in the underground cave, in'âicates a considerable dissolution and therefore a deve-

.

lopment of karstic network in the massif. The Win
Timdouine river contains many spectacular karstic
forms. There is many lakes, concretion forms (stalactites,
stalagmites and others).

4. A DISCUSSION ABOUT WIN TIMDOUINE

For Win Timdouine, the calculated reserves are by
default about 2 m'illions cubic meter/year. (Qurtobi,
1996). Certainly, a pumping in the ''Source under the
emergence level, or by boring, during the dry seasons
permits to increase considerably usable water resources.
These resources are reconstituting at the rainy periods.
This reconstructton even has the advantage to regulate
the rises in the Hoodwater (sometimes devastating) of the
underground river.

INTEREST

Water is the most important econo~ic resource of this
karstic regions. Water should allow, these regions a certain economic development, permitting also some realisations in the farming, notably agricultural and tourist
domai n.

To inform about the landscapes and their protection
must consist for Win Timdouine, to install a reception
center in a strategie place for the setting in relation of a
publ ic with the territory. Otherwise it wi Il be necessary
to develop a set of tools of original information that per-

(
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Figure 4. Schmatic network of the explored river
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constitutes a place of leisure for the tOUrists who arE
constantly in search of new sites as the one of Win
Timdouine that certainly will know a remarkable expansion.

mits to develop a precious sensitisation to the landscape, its formation, its evolution and its stake. The protection of the environment must also be discerned, to the
breasts of the caving clubs, for the same reason as the
formation to the framing and the development of the
sporty activities.
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- enhancement of the site: against the erosion, fixing of
soils and planning of the terraces of plantation
- equipment of the cliffs, near the zone of rest, to create a space of leisure and to facilitate the access to the
plateau
- equipment of the cave of discreet manner with a coherent and adapted material to the internai structure of
the cave, that offers a real spectacle thanks to its karstic curiosities (big rooms, lakes, stalagmites, stalactites
etc.)
- establish a perimeter of water protection.

5. CONCLUSION

t

The interest of the undergrou nd river of Wi n Timdou ine
is to motivate the speleologists who have several lateral
galleries again to explore so muchf'- of the wells being
going back up to climb that the s€ientists who have to
complete their hydrologic and biologic observations. It
constitutes a veritable research laboratory. The presented
features of the area allow to suggest a great interestfrom
the geological heritage point of view. More ever, it is
interesting to notice that the majority of galleries are
aligned along the principal orientation of N30 which is
the most common direction
of faults observed.
Investigation of Tasroukht karst allows us to observe the
close link between fractures and karstification and the
development of an underground drainage system.
On an other hand, it is desirable that the associations
and the scientists who are at the origin of this discovery
and this enhancement are associated to its exploitation.
This last will allow the region to come out of its anonymit y and will offer many advantages to the population
who can take advantage of it, because it is time to organise some group promenades, ail along this river, what
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